162 THE AGE OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
At the heart of the South's unyielding sectionalism—her
pride and defensiveness as well as her distinctive socioeco-
nomic pattern—lay her biracialism. Nearly a third of the
people were of Negro stock; in Mississippi and parts of other
states around a half. To label this phenomenon any longer
the "Negro problem'* seemed both smug and old-fashioned;
with the passing years it was seen just as truly to be the
white-man problem. As the Institute of Southern Regional
Development observed, "One of the most obvious reasons for
the social and economic retardation of the South is the un-
willingness of the white man to face the fact that his own
fate and that of the region as a whole are inseparable from
the fate of the Negro/*
To add to his chronic poverty, the Negro shouldered more
than his rightful burden of unemployment, both in North
and South. In 1933 no less than two million were on relief
—twice as many as should have been in terms of the national
population. A saying recurrent in hard times described the
Negro as "the first man fired and the last man hired/' In the
South the Depression virtually erased the category known as
"Negro jobs/' such as heavy toil in the building trades, un-
skilled industrial labor, street cleaning, garbage collecting
and, for women, employment as domestic servants. As whites
began to compete, blacks were dismissed.
In the early stages of the relief program in the South the
race faced discrimination on this front as well. In Mississippi
in 1933, where they formed a slight majority and admittedly
stood in more grievous need, only nine per cent received re-
lief as against nearly fourteen per cent of whites; but such
administration later grew more equitable. The proposal of
the NRA to pay equal wages to the two races also choked in
is generally considered less than five per cent as compared with its approximately
21 per cent of population, 17 per cent of area, and 12 per cent of wealth. In the
great majority of the dominant national groups the southern representation on
the executive or controlling hoards is negligihle. The same is true in most of the
New Deal units of administration in contrast to the large representation in
Congress/*

